
CAUSE
REIGN

Energy Healing & Dreamworking

for Mental-Emotional Health

VISIT US
320 N Leroux St, Suite C

Flagstaff, AZ 86001

causereignthedreamworker@gmail.com

www.causereign.com

WE SPECIALIZE
IN SERVING 

LGBT FAMILY,
TRAUMA

SURVIVORS, 
AND THOSE 

SEEKING
ANCESTRAL

CONNECTION
AND WISDOM. 



Your body is a
portal. Listen well
and become wise.

Story

Tyrell Blacquemoss (TBN) is a prophetic

dreamworker and descendant of a long line of

African priests and Turtle Island medicine people,

child of Venus and Carleton Childs. As a

scholarly researcher with a Bachelor’s of Fine

Art with an emphasis in Africana Studies and

Indigenous Studies, TBN reclaims and continues

their family legacy of the science and art of

dreaming. TBN has traveled globally studying

with shaman, elders, and healers of the following

traditions: African diasporic and Western

Herbalism, Conjure/Hoodoo/Rootwork, Southern

Folk Medicine, Pachakuti Mesa (Peruvian

shamanism), Sonoran Desert Curanderismo, Toltec

- Chichimeca dreamplanting, and diasporic

African and Japanese energy healing.

 

TBN is certified in Usui Reiki I and II, a trained

herbalist specializing in mental-emotional health

and dreams, with ancestral licenses in dreamwork,

elemental healing, bone divination and is a gifted

seer, Sangoma initiate, initiated Pachakuti Mesa

Carrier and future doctor of acupuncture. 

 

TBN has volunteered in advocacy and

organizing work for survivors of domestic

violence and abuse. In addition to their work for

others, their practice is very personal and has

supported them through eighteen months of

homelessness. They were nomadically based, living

on farms, couchsurfing, camping in wilderness,

between upstate NY and the Southwest, searching

for their indigenous roots and connecting people

of color to their ancestors and the land. They are

currently based in Flagstaff, AZ and continue

traveling for research on diasporic African

dream practices.

Our Services

For chronic pain, persistent anxiety, general
stress, chronic fatigue, spiritual hygiene for
diviners and direct care practitioners, tension
headaches, nightmares, ptsd symptoms, trauma
recovery, balance, insight, intergenerational
trauma, ancestral medicine, and more.
 

The Very Gentle Process
Grounding, Meditation, Opening Prayer, 

Speaking with your spirits, 
Clearing your Connections, Grounding, 

Check in, Review TBN notes.
Write up and recommendations 

provided after session.
 
*Energy Clearing is not a replacement for
medical treatment.
 

$210 for 60 minutes
$300 for 90 minutes

Equity Pricing available for Black and Indigenous folks

Energy Clearing & Divination

For finding clarity on a particular problem or
the weather on your path and moving toward a
solution through consulting TBN spirit team and
yours.
 

$77 for 30 minutes

Bone Divination

Learn your individual dream language through
guided dream journeys, reflections and
protocols for dream recall, lucid dreaming,
dream interpretation, manifesting dreams and
removing blockages.
 

Price determined after free consultation.

Dreamworking


